
Chrystalena: I vote they dance on stage.....winks 

lynnladymm: i like that idea Lena *looks to draz and Sam*  

D r a z:  winks ... you sure .................  you know I empty the room when I do  
saphire_a_blaze: yes Sam and Draz should dance for us 
Sam 85: laughs 

D r a z:  after you Sam 
lynnladymm: sounds like a plan to me, let us watch for once  
saphire_a_blaze: and make it good too 
Chrystalena: lol @ after you 

Sam 85: jumps up on stage hand grabs the pole and swings around it 
Chrystalena: Runs and sits in the front row 

Chrystalena: row* 

lynnladymm: *grins* sitting next to Lena  
saphire_a_blaze: ducks as Sam's shoes go flying  

lynnladymm: *whistles*  
Sam 85: smiles at the tip row birds   
Chrystalena: Opens a bag of twizzlers.....offers some to Lynn and Saphire 

saphire_a_blaze: wb diamond the guys are going to dance for us 
Sam 85: shaking my hips in time with the tunes 
lynnladymm: *takes a piece* ty Lena  
Chrystalena: Spins a twizzlers on my tongue 

blonde_diamond: *takes a seat waiting for the dancing* 
saphire_a_blaze: ty Lena sits near the stage and sucks on my twizzler 

Sam 85: slides on my knees to Chrystal   leaning backward    
lynnladymm: *nibbles on a twizzler watching Sam*  
Sam 85: hands overhead shaking my shoulders down to my hips 
Chrystalena: Blushes......placing the twizzler between his lips....leans down kissing his nose 

lynnladymm: ow ow  
saphire_a_blaze: *smiles at diamond as i tug it with my teeth and slides up up and down my tongue * 

Sam 85: stands up and turns around   smacks my ass with both hands 
blonde_diamond: *smiles* 
Chrystalena: Cheers~~ 

Sam 85: dancing back to the pole 
lynnladymm: *holds up a dollar bill*  
saphire_a_blaze: *waves a 5 take it off lol* 

Sam 85: dances over to lynn smiles 
Sam 85: Ripping my shirt off as I approach 
saphire_a_blaze: whistlessss 

Sam 85: shimming my hips as I get close 
lynnladymm: slowly places the bill in his pants letting her hand graze down his bare chest  

saphire_a_blaze: Sam has done this before 
Sam 85: kisses lynn on the cheek  
lynnladymm: *smiles returning the kiss* wooo hoo magic Sam!  

lynnladymm: laughs  
blonde_diamond: he certainly knows how to move that body  
Sam 85: Dances over to saphire and shimmies my ass at her looking over my shoulder 

saphire_a_blaze: *waves my money and winks at diamond * 
Sam 85: winks 
Sam 85: slowly moving my hips in time with the music 

blonde_diamond: *chuckles* 
Sam 85: hand running up and down my abs 
Chrystalena: Takes a $10 from my purse waves it around, rolls it up, slides it down my top, bites my lip looking 
over at Sam 

saphire_a_blaze: *smiles folds the 5 and tucks it in his pants deep down so it won’t slip out* 
Sam 85: dances over to Chrystal    

Sam 85: smiles at her 
Sam 85: Crawls over to her   smiles 
Chrystalena: Scans every inch of Sam’s body as he moves closer 

Sam 85: Leaning in and finding the rolled up treat and grabs it with my teeth 
Chrystalena: yes 



Sam 85: slides it up and down a few times before freeing it 
Chrystalena: Pushing into him slightly, moaning 

Sam 85: jumps up and winks at Chrystal 
Sam 85: Dancing back to center stage 
lynnladymm: good job Sam...have fun ladies, I have to go get some work done *winks to Sam* enjoy 

your day!  
Chrystalena: Licks my lips as he jumps back 

Sam 85: dancing around the stage 

Sam 85: spinning 
Chrystalena: Whistles~~ 

Sam 85: Bows   Thank you ladies 

D r a z: well done Sam!! 
D r a z:   great dance  
Sam 85: you up draz? 

saphire_a_blaze: *pulls out a handful of bills bring on the next man i want to see some skin * 
Sam 85: Thanks 
Sam 85: Grabs a water and sits at the bar 

blonde_diamond: *reaches into my purse taking out a $20* here Sam sorry i was on the 
phone lol 
Sam 85: Thank you hun   kissing her on the cheek 

blonde_diamond: you're welcome awesome dance 
Sam 85: smiles ty 
Chrystalena: Looks over my shoulder at Sam, raises my glass, nods 

D r a z: looks as if the girls are exhausted........  no need for me to dance  
Sam 85: smiles back to Chrystal 
 
 

saphire_a_blaze: *smiles and looks at Draz it's your turn waves my money * 
D r a z:  laffs ok 

Sam 85: I think they are just getting primed draz 
saphire_a_blaze: we want men..we want men i start banging on the stage  
D r a z:  grabs the money and heads to the stage  

D r a z: The lights come up ...  standing legs slightly apart in a shimmering short sleeved 
black silk shirt...revealing massive upper body muscles .... and black slacks....   holding a 

large whip in one hand 
saphire_a_blaze: ohhhhhhhhhhh a man with a whip 
D r a z: Swaying menacingly to the beat the upper body while keeping the hips and legs 

very still 
Chrystalena: Hot damn .....here we go, gives a ^5 to Saphire 

D r a z: unbuttoning one button at a time of the silk shirt with one hand.. cracking the whip 

in the other hand..smiling at saphire  
Chrystalena: Dances in my seat 

saphire_a_blaze: giggles and ^5's Lena 

D r a z: Throwing the whip to one side ... undoing the last button of the shirt  
Chrystalena: Cups my hands around my mouth hollering...."Take it off baby" 

saphire_a_blaze: winks and takes a 20 folds it and turns my back to the stage lays back and places the 

bill between my teeth come here big boy  
D r a z: looking at each other girls in turn .. shaking my head so my hair flies around 
..pointing my finger at each girl.....dirty little girl! 

D r a z: Pressing first one hand over the big chest and up over a shoulder ... pausing to look 
at ....Lena  
D r a z: pushing the hand over the big bicep and peeling off the shirt sleeve 
Chrystalena: Pulls $20 singles from my wallet, runs up to the stage throwing them up in the air...... 

D r a z: jerking the hips to the left and then to the right to the beat ... before pulling the 
shirt off the other arm..grabbing the 20s in mid air from Lena  

greatlakesbob: looks @ Lena 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles at Lena make him jump for them 
D r a z: Holding the shirt in both hands over my head and rolling hips round and round.... 

D r a z: Twirling the shirt in one hand and throwing it to diamond  



D r a z: Running and the falling to my knees and sliding over to the pole.......... looking back 
at the girls   

D r a z: grabbing the pole with both hands ... sliding right round it and coming to 
standing......   
Chrystalena: Nibbles at the twizzler....watching the dancer 

D r a z: Looking over at saphire and kissing the polished metal before muscling up the pole 
hand over hand 
Sam 85: Walks by Chrystal taking a twizzler from the stash 

D r a z: muscles rippling  .. wrapping a leg round it as I climb up the pole.. looking at Lena 
Chrystalena: Flicks his butt as he sneaks a twizzlers, giggles 

D r a z: Reaching the top and leaning back..holding onto the pole with just the thigh.. and 

sliding down 3 feet winking at saphire.....  as she takes the twizzlers 
Chrystalena: Raises an eyebrow, looking up on the stage, my jaw dropping in amazement 

saphire_a_blaze: *licks my lips as the twizzlers wiggles between them and tosses my 20 onto the stage 

bites down onto the twizzlers * 
D r a z: slowly sliding down the pole ... until within 6 feet of the floor and flipping the legs 
down and pushing away from the pole with the hands...........sliding across to pick up the 

20's 
Sam 85: Walks back and grabs another twizzler puts it in my mouth   winks  
D r a z:  Landing with both feet on the floor  ........Grinning at Lena as my shoulders shake 

to the beat ... rubbing my ass on the pole 
Chrystalena: Leans over to Saphire, wish some of the other guys like Mythose and Zona were here....then we 
would really have a Magic Mike show.....giggles 

saphire_a_blaze: winks at Draz as the twizzler turns my tongue a deep red while my lips suck it 
harder...smiles would need more twizzlers than  
D r a z: struts to centre stage.. picking up the whip and cracking it a few times..... looking 

over at saphire .......... and whip-cracking it in here direction 
Chrystalena: Yes it was 

Sam 85: Hmmm so I'm chopped liver?   Goes back to the bar 

D r a z: Gyrating my hips in a circle fast to the left, then to the right Keeping my upper 
body perfectly still 
D r a z:  the whip circling on the floor from a hanging hand 

saphire_a_blaze: jumps as i hear the crack of the whip and wiggles my finger at the dancer 
Chrystalena: Looks over at Sam winks 

D r a z: runs and slides over to saphire and wraps the whip round her neck..pulling her 

head to mine to kiss her lips 
twister 13_1: jumps   and shouts mmm 

Sam 85: Smiles and winks back at Chrystal 
D r a z:  pulls away and lets the whip loose from saphire's neck and bows .............thanks 
ladies 

saphire_a_blaze: bites my lip and slips my hand down the front of his pants smiles and squeezes as i 
leave him something  
Chrystalena: Claps and cheers.~~ 

Sam 85: Good job draz 
saphire_a_blaze: stands up smiles at Lena and cheers  
twister 13_1: wet lips mm and wet  
D r a z:  walks off collecting my shirt and cracking the whip   as i walk back to the DJ booth  
saphire_a_blaze: wonders what else he can do with that whip 
   

 

blonde_diamond: *walks over to where bob is sitting* may i sit? 
greatlakesbob: yes of course you may hun 

twister 13_1: shopping sounds like a woman lol 
greatlakesbob: slides over to give you more room 
blonde_diamond: thank you *sits down on his lap leans in to him loosens a button on my 

blouse shimmies my shoulders a little bringing my finger down his chest slowly 
whispers* all you have to do is shake your ass a little for us ladies 
greatlakesbob: oh that all hah? 

greatlakesbob: sighs 



greatlakesbob: blushes a bit 
blonde_diamond: yes that's all 

greatlakesbob: well maybe i can do that 
websterace3: hi saphire 
blonde_diamond: *smiles* 

greatlakesbob: stares @ her sexy top mmmmmmmmmmmm 
greatlakesbob: well maybe for just a little bit......... 
greatlakesbob: wiggles my tight butt a little 

blonde_diamond: *smiles stands up to let bob to the stage* 
greatlakesbob: like this then? smiles 

blonde_diamond: just like that *smiles* 
greatlakesbob: gets up and walks over to the stage 
blonde_diamond: saphire get your money back out 

greatlakesbob: dam she gets everything she wants i bet 
saphire_a_blaze: *smiles at bob and moves over next to diamond* 
twister 13_1: wtg Draz 

greatlakesbob: spoiled little girl smiles 
blonde_diamond: *chuckles* 
greatlakesbob: bends down and shakes my tight little butt now 

blonde_diamond: *slides my fingertips in my mouth and whistles* 
websterace3: goes sits at my table 
greatlakesbob: walks up to the middle of the stage  

 
greatlakesbob: and shakes my hips slowly 
greatlakesbob: working up a frenzy 

saphire_a_blaze: winks and slips the 20 i had ready between my twins and wiggles my hips as i watch 
bob start to dance for us 
blonde_diamond: *watches bob shake all he has for us* wtg bob 

greatlakesbob: waits for the next song now 
greatlakesbob: thanks blonde 

greatlakesbob: slowly wiggles my buns now 
greatlakesbob: as i reach high  
greatlakesbob: flicking my body out  

saphire_a_blaze: whispers to diamond as i smile at bobs dance  
greatlakesbob: close your eyes then twister this is for the ladies anyways  
greatlakesbob: hey now I’m trying  

blonde_diamond: *smiles* 
greatlakesbob: wiggles my buns again 
greatlakesbob: as i shake my hips 

blonde_diamond: *resists the urge to grab his buns* 
saphire_a_blaze: *whistles shake it bob * 
blonde_diamond: *waves and places my finger to my lips* shah 

greatlakesbob: shakes my shoulders now and wiggles my hips 
greatlakesbob: pushing out my butt now 
saphire_a_blaze: *swats bobs hot butt as my eyes look him over * 

greatlakesbob: wiggling around the floor 
blonde_diamond: *chuckles at saphire* 

greatlakesbob: hey watch that hun  
greatlakesbob: laughs 
greatlakesbob: ok am done now 

greatlakesbob: thanks ladies  
saphire_a_blaze: see bob i knew you had it in you 
greatlakesbob: as i walk away 

blonde_diamond: thank you bob 
saphire_a_blaze: wait come here 
greatlakesbob: well uvw blaze winks 

saphire_a_blaze: you forgot something 



greatlakesbob: uvw blonde 
greatlakesbob: yes m'am 

blonde_diamond: *holds up a $20 for bob* 
Sam 85: thanks bob 
greatlakesbob: bends down in front of blaze 

greatlakesbob: omg 
greatlakesbob: bends down low in front of her 
saphire_a_blaze: smiles and grabs each of his ears and pulls his face between my breasts to get his 

money  
greatlakesbob: thanks so much blonde smiles 

blonde_diamond: *chuckles* 
greatlakesbob: omg, mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
saphire_a_blaze: shakes my shoulders and smiles there u go 

greatlakesbob: loves getting money this way, winks 
D r a z: laffs 
Sam 85: lol 

blonde_diamond: lol 
saphire_a_blaze: now you can buy diamond a drink  
greatlakesbob: walks away with a twenty dollar bill in my mouth laughs 

greatlakesbob: sure blaze, right away smiles 
blonde_diamond: Draz even though i missed your dance i have a 20 for you to lol 
greatlakesbob: smiles @ blaze 

D r a z: walks over and hold my pants out for   diamond ..if ya can find room in there  
D r a z:  chuckles  
greatlakesbob: lol @ draz 

blonde_diamond: *chuckles and slides the 20 into his pants* 
D r a z:  leans over and gives diamond a wet kiss on her lips ..........ty babe  
saphire_a_blaze: smiles now this is a good song for men to dance too 

blonde_diamond: *smiles as he kisses me and returns a small one back on his lips* you're 
welcome 

D r a z:  dances back to the   dj booth smiling back at saphire and diamond 
 
 

Sam 85: walks over to saphire   lap dance girl?  smiles 

D r a z:  brb 
Sam 85: hands overhead moving my hips in time with the music 

saphire_a_blaze: sits back and smiles  
blonde_diamond: wtg saphire 
Sam 85: turns and rubs my bum in her lap 

saphire_a_blaze: looks up at Sam  
saphire_a_blaze: easy now tiger 
Sam 85: grabs her hands and runs them over my abs 

Sam 85: up and down smiles 
saphire_a_blaze: we aren’t allowed to touch the dancers winks at diamond but let’s my eyes roam up 
and down his body as he dances for me 

Sam 85: Steps away   smiles another song? 
blonde_diamond: *smiles back at saphire* 
saphire_a_blaze: you better 

Sam 85: smiles   
Sam 85: steps closer to saphire again   moving my shoulders  
Sam 85: leans in close to her   breathing into her ear    

saphire_a_blaze: unbuttons my shirt and lets the cool air flow over my skin and rocks my head as i 
watch Sam move his hips  
Sam 85: hips circling to the music    

Sam 85: straddles over her lap on all fours   wiggling my ass  
saphire_a_blaze: smiles as my fingertips grip the arms of the chair so as not to do what they want and 

winks at Sam very nice 
Sam 85: winks at saphire   smiles 



Sam 85: ty saphire    
Sam 85: smiles 

greatlakesbob: wb Draz 
saphire_a_blaze: see i'm not breaking the rules lol 
Sam 85: walks back to the bar 

Sam 85: no you were a good girl 
greatlakesbob: uvw 
saphire_a_blaze: *slips a 100 into Sam’s back pocket as he walks away 

greatlakesbob: no blaze is doing very well 
saphire_a_blaze: that was nice of you guys  

greatlakesbob: huggers back sweetie 
D r a z: we enjoyed it   saphire 
saphire_a_blaze: was a first i think 

Sam 85: smiles ty   yes we did 
aishiaa: darn what did i miss sounds interesting 
D r a z: well-done Sam..good moves 

D r a z: hey bob .......you did great 

 

D r a z: holds saphire gently in my arms as we start to sway to the rhythm 

saphire_a_blaze: *slides my hands up around your neck as my hips sway with the tune..as i look up 
into your eyes as you lead me around the dance floor* 
D r a z:  slowly sliding side  to side   as  we move  along the floor ...........   

D r a z: hand in the small of her back as we press into each other  ... eyes fixed on each 
others   

saphire_a_blaze: *smiles and plays with the small hairs on the back of your neck as my body brushes 
against yours awhile you pull me close and moves me around the dance floor* 
D r a z: grins feeling  your tight body  pressed tight into me as w sway ...  thighs brushing 

thighs   ...chest  into breast 
saphire_a_blaze: *wets my lips as my head tilts to one side and smiles while your fingers grip my hips 
moving me in circles while my breasts crush against your strong chest and lets you spin an move me 

around the room * 
D r a z: hips responding  to  the beat of the music ...  fingers  pressing  you tighter as I lead 
you and spin round  and the n steps  down the floor before spinning ad dipping  you back  

.. to lift  you back ,,hips crushing into  yours 
saphire_a_blaze: *smiles an tugs your hair with my small hands and rolls my hips to the rhythm of 
your song...and slides my right leg between yours as you spin and twirl me around as if my feet 

aren't even on the ground* 
ghost_rider_1976: watching on quietly 
D r a z:  shaking saphire slowly as we spin round to  the tune ...... cheeks touching cheeks 

as I bend you over  a thigh and then back  upright again to spin 
D r a z: looks in saphire's eyes and  pulls  her up right and  sways and shimmies shoulders 

slowly as  we dance on  
aishiaa: restrains myself 
saphire_a_blaze: *winks at aishiaa as we move around the room touching and rubbing in places as he 

tugs my hips and i play with his hair * 
D r a z: spinning slowly on the spot ...twirling saphire out  to finger tips and pulling her 
back in  to  press her even tighter into me  

aishiaa: swats saphire’s bottom as they pass 
D r a z: turns  saphire  round and round under  my outstretched hand and hugging her back 
in  

saphire_a_blaze: *weeeeee smiles as my skirt flies up then back down before anyone sees...turns my 
head and giggles at the swat while Draz keeps my small body tight against him* 
ghost_rider_1976: damn pal 

D r a z: spins around on the spot  .............and shakes out  my arms ... then pulls saphire in 
tight     shaking  to  the new beat  



saphire_a_blaze: *runs my fingers around his neck as they squeeze and rocks my hips side to side not 
letting my breasts move from his chest while the beat gets faster * 

D r a z: feeling the infernal beat of passion awaken as we  dance close together with  the  
beat coursing through us  
saphire_a_blaze: *feeling something i didn’t feel before move with us as our hips and chests press 

tighter while the look in his eyes change * 
D r a z:  slows  the  rhythm of our dance as we  press close ...  rocking hips ......... and 
pressing  her tight   .. 

saphire_a_blaze: *smiles and pulls his hair bringing his lips down to mine and moves my hips in his 
hands as we sway to the rhythm * 

D r a z:  lost  in the music ..  bodies entwined as  we step back and forward ..    ..a thigh 
pressing between hers  as we rock in and out  ...  shaking shoulders and arms    pressing 
her tight 

ghost_rider_1976: applauds Draz and saphire  
saphire_a_blaze: *wiggles in his strong arms as my hands slide down his back swats his butt with both 

hands and whispers thank you for the dance * 
D r a z: smiles and walks  saphire back to  the bar 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles to saphire....... 

ghost_rider_1976: hot dancer you are  

saphire_a_blaze: *turns slowly and bumps my ass back against what i felt while we were dancing and 
moves to the bar for a long needed drink* 
D r a z:  sits her  on the bar stool ,.,.,.,.what would  you like saphire ? 

saphire_a_blaze: ty rider i had a good teacher  

 


